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I.

I~~RODUCTION

Grain boundaries are believed to contribute to the increased
strength of polycrystalline metals by acting as barriers to slip.
Slip lines terminating at grain bounQaries can be readily observed in
the light microscope.

Also, dislocations piling up along the slip

planes at the grain boundaries can be directly observed by means of
special etch pit techniques or transmission electron microscopy of
thin films.

These pile ups may activate sources close to the boundary

on new slip systems both in the same grain and in the neighboring grain.
There is, further, the possibility that grain bounQaries may themselves
act as sources of dislocations.

According to Li

1

as long as grain

boundaries are not atomically flat there will be ledges ·along the
boundary and the stress necessary to emit dislocations from these
ledges is only of the order of the yield stress.

Ledges or steps have

also been suggested by the coincidence lattice model of a high angle
boundary developed by Brandon et al.

2

Some direct evidence for their

existence has been obtained from field ion microscope observations.
Although ledges have been observed there is yet no direct evidence
that dislocations are emitted from grain bom1daries.
The purpose of the present work was to follmv, by means of etch
pit techniques, the changes in the dislocation arrangements with
increasing strain in large grained copper polycrystals.

Particular

attention was given to regions near grain boundaries. in an attempt
to get new information on the role of

grain·boQ~daries

during the very

early stages of plastic deformation.

One difficulty in the application
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..
of the etch pit technique to polycrystalline metals is the fact that
dislocations can be revealed by etching only when a low index plane
is parallel to the surface of observation.

Also: there are many

variables that ca.nnot be controlled such as the relative orientations.
of the various neighboring grans: the spatial arrangement of grain
boundaries, etc.

However: it vlas felt that etch pit observations,

though not amenable to quantitative interpretation: mi0J.t at least be
helpful to get a better qualitative picture of the behavior of
dislocations in polycrystalline metals: particularly during the preyield range of plastic deformation.
The effect of temperature on the general nature of the

disloc~tion

arrangements was studied by carrying out deformations at three different temperatures, viz. liquid nitrogen temperature: room temperature

II.

EXPERJMEI\J"TAL PROCEDURES

Specimens ( 3 .em X 2 em X 2 em) of OFHC copper machined out from a
larger block were heated to about 1060°C in a vacuum of less than 10-5
mm of Hg and were held at that temperature for

~-8

hours to produce

large grains with an average size of 5 mm.
Since successful etching

reo~uires

a surface orientation ivi thin 2

to jo of {111} the specimens were first visually examined to find a
grain having a {111} plane nearly parallel to the external surface:
The presence of a large number of twins in the a.'mealed specimens v1as
very helpful in quickly detecting grains having a (111} plane within
10 to 15° of being parallel to a side surface of the specimen.

Since

'
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ABSTRACT
The very early stages of plastic deformation were studied by means
of etch pit techniq_ues in large grained copper polycrystals deformed in
compression.

Special attention was given to regions near grain boundaries

in an attempt to clarify the role of grain boundaries in plastic deformation.

Their role as barriers to slip during the early stages of plastic

deformation was clearly demonstrated.

One of the first indications

that plastic' deformation had tal<;:en place vias the operatj_on of Frank
I

Read sources.

The resulting dislocation loops frequently traversed

the entire cross-section of the grain and piled up against the:grain
!

boundary.
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the twinning plane in copper is of the (111} type the straight twin
traces visible on the surface of the specimens are parallel to the (111}
planes in the individual grains.

Hence) the problem of finding a grain

having a {111} plane nearly parallel to the external surface reduces
to finding a grain having two twin traces at an angle close to
to each other.

60 degrees

Since most of the grains showed non-parallel twin traces

it was relatively easy to find the req_uired type of grain.

l·lhenever.

possible) grains in the central region of the external surface lvere
chosen so that grain boundaries all around the selected grain could be
observed.
The exact orientation of the grain selected as above was then
determined by the back reflection Laue method and a slice (about 1 em
in thickness) with one face parallel to and containing the (111} plane
..,
of the particular grain obtained by cutting the specimen on an acid saw.~

A goniometer was used to hold the specimen and tilt it to the exact {111}
orientation.

The resulting slice was further suitably cut on the acid

saw to get specimens approximately 2 em X 1 em X 1 em 1vi th a central
grain on one of the 2 em X 1 em faces having a {111} plane parallel to
the face.

The orientation of the grain was again ched:ed by X-rays

and then polished to within 2° of (111} on a chemical polishing >-rheel3
'·

using a solution of the following composition: -

50% nitric acid) 25% acetic acid and 25% phosphoric
acid.
•.

·The original dislocation substructure in the grain Has observed by
electropolishing the surface in a

60% phosphoric acid -

~-0%

vater

solution (at a cell voltage of 1.5V Emd a current density of 0.1 amps/cm2)
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-"' l l mnng
.
and etching in a so1 u~.,ion of th.e .i.OJ..

•.J...
composl~.,lon

4 ...
.i.Ol' about 10

seconds.
Etcha.nt composi tier.: 1 part bromine
15 parts acetic acid

25 parts hydrochloric acid and

90 parts water
The

observatio~2

of etch pits were made irrth an optical bench

metallograph.
The specimens were then compressed across the l em X l em faces
using an Instron machine at the three different temperatures, viz.
liquid nitrogen temperature, room temperature and 600°C.
.

2

stresses ranged from 50 to 1000 gjm.,.'Yl •

The applied

(At stresses higher than these

the density ofdislocations near the boundaries often became too hish
and their arrangement too complex to be studied profitably).

After

each successive deformation the specimens vrere electropolished just
enough to get a plain surface and then etched to follow the nature of
the dislocation distribution.

Unless otherwise stated, the amount of

material removed between successive etchings was always of the order of

·.

5 microns.

Low temperature deformation was a.cco:nplished by l<;:eeping

the specimen immersed, during compression) in liquid nitrogen in a
styrofoam container.

An ordinary split-core air furnace vras employed

for the high temperature compression.

-5-

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

i. General Arrangement of Dislocations
The distribution of etch pits observed after the liquid nitroeen
temperature and room temperature compressions corresponded closely to
those observed in tension experiments on copper single crystals by

.

Basinski and Basinski

5

.

at lig_uid heliw'Tl temperature and by Young

Livingston 7 at room temperature.

6

and

There ivas no marl<::ed difference in

the dislocation arrangements whether the compression vras carried out a.t
lig_uid nitrogen temperature or room temperature.
are photomicrographs of an interior region

~n

Figures l(a) to l(d)

a grain after successive

2
compressions to stresses of 300; 400; 500 and 600 g/rr:rn ; respectively;
at room temperature.

At lovr stresses the distribution of dislocations

showed some alignment along directions parallel to the trace Qf the
primary slip planes;

1vi th increasing stress such alie;nment became

.increasingly evident.

Occasionally; regions of high dislocation

density were found to form even in the early stages of deformation.
Figure 2, which is another area of the same grain sho1m in Fig. 1

2
after loading to 400 gjmm is a good example.

The thick dense bands

always were parallel to the trace of a secondary slip system.

These

bands apparently :formed in regions vhere early in the deformatio'n a
souree on the secondary system had sent out loops.

Even though no

further activity on the. secondary system had occurred; the dislo.cation
..,

.

interactions represented enough of a barrier to dislocations of the
primary system to start the growth of tangles tha.'t continued to develop
as total strain on the primary system increased.

In a few· cases· there

-6was evidence for equally prominent slip occurring on more than one slip
system.

Figure 3 shows such a region of fine multiple slip in a sample

2
also deformed to about 400 gjmrn compressive stress at room temperature.
A cell structure as shown in Fig. 4 (0.2% compressive strain at liquid
nitrogen temperature) 1vas only occasionally evident after lo-:,.r temperature compressions.

However) a cell structure vras the most prominent

feature of the dislocation arrangements after high temperature compressions.

Figure 5 (200 g/mrn

typical example.

2

compressive stress at 600°C) is a

Another distinguishing feature at the high temperature

2
was that at stresses more than about 400 g/mrn the fevr slip traces
observed were always very short: wavy and diffuse (Fig.

6)

as against

the comparatively longer) straighter and more distinct slip traces
observed at lower temperatures (e.g. Figs. l(a) to l(d)).

At high

temperature the slip traces were long and distinct only at stresses
2
less than about 100 gjmrn (Fig. 7(a)).

Alignment along the trace of the

active slip plane disappeared almost completely at high stresses.
Figure 7(b) shows the same region after the stress has been raised to
2

only 200 g/mrn .

The slip traces are much less distinct: particularly

near the grain boundary.
2.

Dislocations Near Grain Boundaries
One particuiarly striking feature observed at the smallest stresses

for all the three temperatures vras small dislocation pile-ups at the
i

Figure 8 shm·rs such a group of dislocations near a: t\vin
!
2
i
boundary in a sample compressed to only about 100 g/mm at 600°C.
boundaries.

';,

Figures 9 and 10 shovr similar arrangements after compression to! about

·4oo gjmrn2 a t 1 iquid

_,_
ni~rogen

temperature.

·
i
Figure
ll is an example

~
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of a case in which such groups l·rere seen in a sample which had not been
intentionally deformed at all.
that dislocation loops

The formation of these

pile~ups

shovs

emanating from the first sources to ·become

active more across a substantial portion of the entire cross section
of the grain without leaving any trace.
only because of the grain

bounc~ary

Their.ope:ration can "be detected

barriers.

High sensi ti vi ty strain

measurements have also suggested that the first dislocation to move
glide over long distances.

8

It is interesting to note that in single

crystal etch pit experiments operation of these first sources might not
be detected at all because in the absence of any barriers to stop them
the dislocation loops might traverse the entire crystal and pass out
at the surfaces.
An explanation for cases like Figure

8 lvhere "pile-ups" are seen

at one boundary} but not at the opposite one could "be that slip has
been transmitted across the bou.."ldary.

Such a transmission of slip

should be particularly easy if the boundary happens to be a coherent
tWin boundary (as is perhaps the case in Fig. 8)) ~ince an ?~cti ve
Burger's vector could then be

co~mon

to both the grains.

Another

possibility is that a considerable amount of plastic deformation has
taken place in the neighboring grain (•rhich is not in the etching

...

·

orientation)} and that pile-ups at the boundary have activated sources
in the etched grain near the boundary.
The operation of a Frank Read source at low stresses is clearly
indicated in Figure l2(a) which shows both sets of pile-ups at the
opposite boundaries in a specimen compressed· to about 100 gjmm2 at room

-8-

temperature.

It is interesting to note that one set of dislocations

appears as dark pits while the other appears as light pits.

It has

been previously shown by Livingston9 that edge dislocations of·one sign
are revealed· as dark pits e.nd

t~ose

of op-posite sign are revealed as

light pits under appropriate lighting conditions.

This particular source

in Fig. 12(a) was apparently a surface·source) viz. one that operated
very close to the externe.l surface since the pile-ups completely
'·

disappeared after two successive polishings (to remove about 50 microns
of material each time) andre-etching (Figs. l2(b) and 12(c)).

A

calculation of the back stress at the source due to the dislocation
pile-ups in Fig. l2(a) 'using the formula
Stress

G nb
2:rc(l-v) r
·,--

with G = shear modulus
n

= number of dislocations

b

= Burger's vector

.v

and

= 4.22 x 10° g/rrw.2 ·

r

:::

:::

in pile-up

a
<110>
2

:::

=9

2.56.A

Poissons ratio ·= 0.34

= distance from source to pile-up = 100

~

2
gave a value of 21.96 gjrr1.1J in c·lose 8.~reement- 'lvith the resolved shear
2

stress of 22.13 g/rrrrn

on the particular s~ip system.

It should)

however J be. mentioned tl1at the actual stress on tl1e slip system 1;J.igl1t

be considerably affected by the unlmovm deformations of the neighboring
grains •

Tne agreement between the two values cannot be tal;;:en too

seriously.
·.!

Operation of a Frank Read source deep \vi thin the grain is shovrn in
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Figs. 13(a)

.to 13(d).

Figure 13(a) shovrs an isolated group of

dislocati ens ap})arently piled up at a tw·in boundary after compl·essicn
2
·
of .J...h
v e speclmen
vO a b OU'C· 75 g1:rr.Jn av room vempera..,ure.
.J...

.J...

_,_

-

.J...

~
1- 3 ( b \1
;.' ltsure
"' •

shows a similar group of dislocations in the interior of the grain but
apparently along the same slip plane as those dislocations near the
boundary in Fig. 13(a).

However; there was no pronounced alignment of

etch pits along the same slip plane in the region in beti{een these
groups.

Removing about 5.0 microns of material by chemical polishing

and re-etching showed many more dislocatj_ons aligned along the particular
slip plane and. the operation of a Franl" Read source became q_ui te evident
(Fig. 13(c)).

Tnis observation can be explained. by the fact that on

removal of material more and. more dislocation loops already generated.
from the source intersected the external surface.

Figure l3(d) shows

both pile-ups at a lm·rer magnification ..
The apparent pile-ups near the grain boundaries in Figs. 8 to 11
and the increase in the number of etch pits observed. along the ~lip
trace in Fig. 13(c) could also be explained by assuming that. the
dislocation sources were. at points along the grain boundaries.
However; there was no evidence to support the iciea of grain boundary
sources whereas in some cases; like that shovm in Fig. 12) there 1-las
strong indication that the source had been located. at the surface.
The increased spacing of the dislocations in the pile-up in Fig. 12(b)
and their disappearance in Fig. 12 (c); stron~ly suggest a surface
'Source.

Also; because the groi-ln-in dislocations are highly mobile in

copper} it might be expected that the dislocation sources havinG the
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lowest critical stresses for ope:cation

~orould

be single ended suxface

sources.
Although the pile-ups were mostly o"Qserved at hrin boundaries
regular grain boundaries, particularly l·rhen a.p:proximately perpendicular
to the slip plane trace, also acted as barriers to dislocations.
Figures 14 and 15 show

pile-~ps

2

at such boundaries in specimens com-

pressed to about 300 g/mm

at room temperat~re and liquid nitrogen

temperature, respectively.

A particularly interesting featm·e of
L

Fig. 14 is the pronounced "glide polygonizationn · near the bou.."ldary.
The plastic strain associated with a structure like that of Fig. 15,
can be calculated to be about. 5 X 10- 5 if one asslli~es that the dislocations have traversed through the entire gra.in.

It is interesting

that even at these rather high strains the dislocation density in the
bulk of the grain remains practically the same as in the undeformed
sample, the only regions of higher dislocation density being those
near the boundaries.

This tendency is fou.."ld to persist even at;higher

strains, the regions of maximum dislocatiyn density still bein8.those
near the boundaries.

Figure 16 shows a region in a sample deformed

to about 0.05% strain at room temperature already having developed a
much higher dislocation density near a t1vin boundary than in the central
regi on of the .grain ~ .·
In a few instances where bw neighboring grains of different
orientations could be simultaneously etched there was. a pronounced
difference in the density and arrangement of dislocations in the tvo
grains (Fig.

17, for example). This can be due to the fact that one

...

-11~··

grain is oriented for duplex slip while the other is oriented for
single slip.

'I·he operative slip system in a given grain will not only

depend on the orientation of the gra.in Hi th respect to the compl'essi ve
axis, but also on the or:Len"cation of all the surrounding grains.

Because of this fact different slip systems sometimes operate in
different regions of the same grain.

IV.
1.

CONCLUSIONS

Motion and multiplication of dislocations begins in polycrystalline
copper at resolved shear stresses belovr 20 g/mm

2

as in single crystals.

2 •. Dislocation loops that emanate from the first operating Franl< Read
sources glide easily through the grain and forra small pile-ups of
three to ten dislocations at the grain boQndaries.

3. The motion of the first five or ten loops across a given glide
leaves fevr defects behind that can be detected by etching.

~lane

Only the

pile-ups at the grain boundaries show that a Frank Read source has
operated.

4. As plastic strain increases the dislocation arrangement develops
differently at low and high temperature.

At - 196°C and at 20°C

the active slip plane become marl<ed with increasing clarity by
lines of pits.

In specimens compressed at

6oooc alignment of pits

· alon·g active glide planes disappears after small strains in favor

..

. of a network of dislocation tangles forming a cell structure.

5.

A small a.mount of slip on a s.econdary system occuring during
the earliest stage of deformation can very greatly increase the

-12-

local density of dislocations left in the crystal after a given
strain even 1-1hen essentially all of the total strain ha.s been on
the primary system.

6.

In copper the primary role of the grain bounda.ries d.uring the early
stages of slip is to act as barriers to dislocations and not as
sources of dislocations.
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FIGLTRE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1

a) b) c) d:

Photomicrographs shm·ring changes in dislocation

arrangements in the interior region of a grain after successive
compressions of' the specimen to stresses of 300: 400) 500 and.
2
' ' .
..
.
600 g mm ) respeCGl vel.Y; a-c room -cempel-a"Gure.

I

Fig. 2

A particularly good region shm·ring dense bands of dislocation

along traces of a secondary slip system in the same specimen
?

as in Fig. 1 after load.ing to 400 gfm:m- at room temperature.
Fig.

3

Fine duplex slip in a specimen loaded to about 400

g/~~2

at

room temperature.
Fig.

4

Unusual area shoving a cell structure in a specimen deformed
to about 0.2% compressive strain at liq_uid nitrogen tenrper2.ture.

Fig. 5

Typical area shm.;ing cell. structure in a specimen loaded to

.
2
about 200 g/rrun at 600°C.
Fig.

6

Short) 1-1avy a.nd diffuse slip traces after loading of a spec2
imen to about 600 gfrr;rn at 6oooc.

Operation

of t\.;o slip

systems can be noticed.
Fig. 7

(a)

Long distinct slip traces in a specimen loaded to about

(b)

Same region as in Fig. 7(a) after increasine; 'the

2
loading to 200 g/mrn .

Note that slip traces and pile-ups

have become much less obvious.
Fig.
'

8

......

Fig. 9
and 10

Groups of dislocations near a tvrin boundc"-l'Y in a specimen
. '
2
loaded. to 100 g/rr:m at 600°C·.
Similar disloca+ion·
arr-"'ngeJnen+s
"'.s -,. l~l '""·
~- •
~
v
o
i' ::.g.

8 ln
· a speclmen
·

..·

~15-

1

2
·
· d nl0rogen
· ....
·
·
loaded- ....~,o a b ouL.; 4oo
'
g mm aL.· 1 lqul
L.empe:ca:cure.

Fig. ll

Piled up dislocations e.t

t':~L:1

boundary in a s:pecimer: i·.rhicl:

had not been subjected to G.ny intentional deformation e.t all.
Fig. 12

(a)

Dislocation pile-ups of opposite sign held

u~o

at

2
opposite bow.YJ.ds.ries in a specimen loaded to 100 g/n.-rn at room

temperature.
(b) and (c)

Sa.me region a.s in Fig. l2(a) after successive

removals of about 50 microns of material each time ::mel :::eetching.

Note tha.t the c1islccati.on loops have been co;npletely

polished away in Fig. l2(c).
Fig. 13

(a)

Group of dislocations piled. up at a ti·rin bou...."l.d.ary after

"·
l oaalng

(b)

""
O.L

·
a speclme21

uO

.1..

2
·
·
aoou·c 75
· gI IT'Jn. aL.· room L.emperaL.ure.
•

:

Group of dislocations found nee.r the center of tl1e

grain on the trace of the same glide plane as the group.
(c)

Same region as in Fig. l3(a) after removing about 50

microns of material and re-etching.
(d)

Same a:::-ea as Fig. 13 (c) shoviing both groups at lm-1er

·'magnification.
Fig. 14

Dislocations piled up at a boundary approximately perpendiculal'
?

to the slip trace- in a specimen loaded to 300 glr:"''Yl~ at. room
temperature.
Fig. 15

Pile-up and glide polygonization at a boundary perpencU.cular
2
to the slip trace in a specimen loaded to 300 g/mm at liquid
nitrogen temper-ature.

Fig.

16

Photomicrograph showing regions of high dislocations density

-16-

near the boundaries after compression to 0.05% strain a,t
room temperature.
Fig. 17

Difference in density and arrangement of dislocations in "cim
e;rains of different orientations after about 0 .17~ strain at
liq_uid nitrogen temperature.
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(a)

(b)

~C)

(d)

Fig. I
ZN-4699
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Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig . 4

Fig. 5
ZN-4700
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Fig. 6

Fig. 7a

Fig. 7b
ZN-4701
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Fig . 9

Fig. 8
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Fig. II
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig . 12
ZN-4703
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fio. 13
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Fig. 14

Fig . 15

Fig. 16

Fig . 17
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